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The Training and Placement Cell of Sri Guru Gobind Singh College of 

Commerce, University of Delhi, serves as an interface between the students 

and the corporate world. The Placement Cell started its activities in 2005 to 

institutionalize the process of summer training and final placements of the 

students. Today, the placement cell not only provides opportunities to students 

for their placements but also helps them in grooming up their personalities by 

organising various interactive training sessions.  

The cell has achieved great placement targets in the previous years and has 

maintained its relations with all its employers. Each year the cell invites all 

suitable companies for campus placements and takes pride in the companies that 

visit our campus. Many companies like Ernst and Young, KPMG, Bain and 

Company, Tresvista, Deloitte and many more have been satisfied with the 

student pool and knowledge of our students and have been one of our employers 

for many years at the same time many new companies join our list of employers 

every year. 

 

For the placement tenure for the year 2017-18, the placement cell got associated 

with 18+ companies offering a secured job to more than 160 students in 

diversified profiles. The highest package for the session was 9 LPA offered by 

Byjus, one of the top online educational platform of India. 

Here is some statistical representation of feedback given to our students by 

companies’ representatives. The given chart shows that the students possess 

good communication skills and extra activities knowledge because of their 

experience in varied societies and college clubs. Profile knowledge was little 

less amongst the candidates for which fared session with the companies’ experts 
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were organized and mocks were organized in associations with coaching 

institutes to provide handful practice for Aptitude Test   

 

 

Pleasure coming back to campus every year to the most disciplined ones. 

Extremely diligent students and fabulous hiring experience. 

-SANAMVAY BHUTANI, CONCENTRIX 

Very good quality, hardworking and motivated candidates. Completely 

informed on their subjects, supportive and organized 

-URVI KHAN, ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND 

 

Initiatives and actions taken by cell 

With time, the hiring process used by companies started evolving, rather than 

giving maximum percentage to personal interview, they started paying much 

attention to other rounds as well, CV shortlisting was on such. In order to help 

the students to reflect the best in their CV, a CV Vetting was organized by The 

Training and Placement cell  in which resume of each and every student was 

checked and adjusted in an adjacent manner.  

In order to provide insights into the corporate world, the Cell organized very 

first version of Internship Fair with 25+ companies including Sharekhan, 

Elements HR, etc. 

 

 

Candidates Skills and Personality 

Communication

Profile Knowledge

Aptitude and

Reasoning

Extra Curricular
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